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INVESTIGATION AND CALIBRATION CF A
OI?lF.CT RKADI^JG FLUID FLOlv'V:::TER
I. INTRC AUCTION
A netGr '/hich vould directly indicate the naas
r.?tc of fluid flov; in a duct would hnve many enfijineering
arrli cations. The present stiindnrd flovnieterin*^ devices
(the venturi moter, no aale, and orifice) renuire the
measureient of three stream properties and the coniruta-
tion of the mass rate of flow by use of an equation and
various calibration coefficients. The problem of the
metering of a fluid would, therefore, be greatly simpli-
fied if an indication of mass rate of fluid flow could be
obtained fron a direct re^sding instrurrent. Such a device
would be of use in the control of fuel-air ratios under
conditions of varyinc^ density as experienced in altitude
operations of aircraft and rdssiles. In measurinfi; the
mass flovf rate of j^nses of varying density or of unknown
comrxjsition such a meter mif^ht be enr>loyed.
The ruroose of this thesis is, then, the invest!-




The flovneter upon x-^ich this report ia based was
desif^ned and constructed by Tennant and Turner and
reported upon in their thesis * at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technolop^' in 1950. The orip^inal equipnent
has boon nodified by the present authors and this retxDrt
includes results obtained from the operation of the
modified apparatus and analysis of these results.
The floi^mietor discussed in this report consists
essentially of a square duct iduthin \^hich a cylinder ro-
tates in a counter-clockvdLSo direction about an axis per-
pendicular to the direction of flow as shox'm in Fig. 1.
There is, conseouently, a speeding: up of the flow in the
duct below the cylinder and a retardation of velocity
above the cylinder. This difference in velocity results
in a difference in static pressure at the walls of the
duct directly above and below the rotating cylinder.
The magnitude of this pressure difference is directly
related to the mass flox^ in the duct as will be further
discussed in Chapter II.
The principle upon v^hich this device is based, that
of a rotating object in a fluid stream, vms originally
* Numbered superscripts refer to the Bibliop;raphy, p.
ifO and 41 •
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discussed by Kar^nus ^ in 1351 in connection \d.th the
flight of proJGCtilea nnd for this reason is generally
knovm as the "I-iap;nus i^^ffect^. The problem was nlso
further discussed by Lord Rayleip:h ^ in li'^77 and by
Lafay -^ in Paris in 1912, In the early 1920»s the
rotating?; cylinder was considered by many aerodynpini cists
as a nore pronisinf/: lifting, device thf^n the presently
accepted and proven Joukowski airfoil. This outlook was
based primarily on the potential flov/ analysis of the
problem \irhich theoretically predicts a lift coefficient
for a rotatino; cylinder of ^ 77" \-.'hlch is considerably
hi;;her than that obtained from airfoils of the Joukowski
type. An explanation of this analysis is ?;iven by Gold-
stein ^ •
Extensive experinentation wns carried out at the
German laboratories st Gottini^en under the direction of
Prandtl ' '" • Flow pictures obtained by Prandtl are
shovm in Fi^^. 17 and are discussed in ^^etail in later
paf:es of this reTX)rt.
The prornisinp; results obtained nt Gottin,f»;en led
Flettner to apply the principle of the ^I^'af^nus Effect"
to ship propulsion; replacin«: the sails with t'/o 45 ft.
high, 9 ft. in diameter, rotating cylinders. The
Flettner rotor ship made several semi-successful runs;
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hov/ever, the Question of the practicability of such a
mode of propulsion was a source of inuch controversy • Two
n 12papers by Betz -^-^ and Ahlbom discuss the pros an^^
cons of the Flettner rotor ship.
Concurrent v/ith the rrottin;»:en expf^riinentation,
considerable revsearch concerning the rotatinr; cylinder
f> 7 &in a real fluid was carried out by Thorn * ' * in Rnpiland.
i/ith the failure of the Flettner rotor ship to
fulfill the expectations of its desirn^ers, a con-
seouent lack of lntorf>st in the rot^ttnp; cylinder p.3 a
lifting device resulted. In 1925 Reid ^ of the NACA
described expori lento '.^ith a rotatin/^ cylinder in an
airstrean which confirmed much of the data obtained by
other investigators.
To date the practical applications of the lifting
force obtained fror. the "Maf?;nus F.ffect" have been larproly
unsuccessful. Perhaps the information presented in this
report vd.ll result in a practical enplo>'~aent of this




2,1 Introduction . The dovelopnent of the theoretical
flowiieter equation contained in this chapter follows
substantially the original derivation aa set forth by
Tennant and Turner • This treatment is included in
this report, hov/evor, both for completeness and for
correction of n fev/ minor errors, notably an error in
the calculation of the numerical constant in the
theoretical flov/moter equation of the original thesis.
The method folloxved in the derivation is essentially an
extension and combination of tivo analyses as reported
by Durand ^^.
The meter is basically as shown in Fir^. 1. By
measuring the pressure difference ^P between points
A and B i-rfien the cylinder is rotatinfi; at 'a knovm
constant speed it is proposed to measure the mass rate
of flovj throuf;h the apparatus. For realization of such
a meter there nust exist a relation of the form
Ma,=COJist X AP '1'
where Ma. denotes the mass rate of flow. Expressing McL
as the product of^ , density; A, area; and V, velocity
we obtain J>/\ ]/ -: COtlSt. ^ Af^
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Thus it remains to r'enonstrate the existsnco of relation
(2) and to obtain n nuierical vp.Iug for the constant of
relation (1).
For the acc(xnplishnent of the above aims several
siiiiplifications of the actual flov/ ire assuned;
a# The flov; is tv;o dimensional.
b. The flow is irrotational,
c. The fluid is a non-viscous, incompressible,
ideal fluid.
d. The rotating; cylinder imparts to the fluid a
circulation f^ , equal to 2lT tines the
product of the radius, R, of the cylinder,
and the peripheral speed, U, of the cylinder.
The above assumptions, conbincd vd.th the require-
ment that the flov; be continuous, make possible the
employient of the theory of potential flow for s^mthesis
of the flow pattern xidthin the leter. Havin,^ an exDross-
ion v;hich describes the flow in the -leter, it is then
possible to find the velocitios at points A and B. V/ith
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those velocities known, the Bernoulli equation is applied
between the tvro r'oints resulting in an exprecsion relating
the difference in pressure between A and B to the stream
velocity and density,
2.2 Kethod of Analysis . The potential flovr pattern
about a stationary cylinder in a fluid stream is produced
by combination of a source-sink doublet and parallel flov;
(Fi|p;. 2a). If a potential vortex, the core of v/hich is the
cylinder (Fif^. 2b), is added to this picture, the flow
Pr?,ttem for a rotating; cylinder in an unrestrained fluid
stream is the result (Fig. 2c). In the actual meter the
flov; is restrained by the i«;alls of the meter duct* The
effect of the walls upon the flov/ pattern is simulated by
the method of inaf^es originally devised by Glauort • The
wall correction is a^^rslied separately to the flow patterns
of the stationary cylinder (Fig. 3a) and the potential
vortex (Fig. 3b). The superposition of these t\vo correct-
ed patterns is then the true potential flovf pattern for
the meter.
2.3 The Stationary Cylinder and Its Images . Consi^'cr
the coi.irlox z plane with x and iy axes as shovm in Fig.
3a. The co'.ipIcx variable z - x -»- iy describes any point
in this ^lane. The stationary cylin^ler is located with
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center at the origin* The effects of the duct walls on
the flow are simulated by an infinite series of cylinder
images extending in both positive and negative direct*
ions. Centers of the image cylinders eure located on the
iy axis at iy - ^ ink where n is a positive integer
and k is the duct height*
The potential function f - ^-f-^^ completely
describes any potential flow, (p , the velocity poten*
tial, ^ , the stream function^ and F are functions of
the complex variable s. The potential function for the
flow about a stationary cylinder in a parallel stream
of velocity V is
%^ere C is a constant* This function describes the flow
at any point a in the complex plane due to the obstruct*
ing cylinder at the origin* Similarly
F -Vz -^ Z -^n/c
* Hildebrand, Ref* 13 f p. 547, £)q* 174«
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describes the flow at any T>oint z due to ^ cylindp>r
inia/3;e at iy - -h ink nnd
F -^ V^ -^ ^^n/c
describes the flo^^r at z r^'ue to a cylinder ii-mpie at
iy = — ink» The potpntial function for th<^ collectivity
of ina^es and real cylinder is i-hen
r- Vz-^Cf^-^ lCe^-^e^J (4)
Making the substitution C^ ' C^. "^C" ^^^^ si.nT3lifyinf=;:
rr
F^^s*C,(^+ 2(V-)1[-^^]
The sun of which, by Mttag-Leffler*s theoreri '!', is
TTHF= Vz<coth^ (5)
*^ Jeffreys and Jeffreys, Ref. 1^., p. 357, En. ^.
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TJie stre.m velocity w at z is (?iven by the
AFderivative nt that point
.^-4^ -1/ C^ (6'
To ovnluate C/ > consi'-'er the physical condition
that the velocity'' ia zero at the points on the x axis
\rhere z = — R, R being the radius of the cylinder.
Then
The velocity at any point z is then
2. 7rR \ (7)
















w = \/f / y- 3it)h 2 TT/^K
(8)
vrtiich i3 the velocity at points A and B on the walls,
ciiroctly above and beloiir the cylinder, due to the
obstruction to the flov/ by the cylinder* To thiji must be
added the velocity due to the rotation of the cylinder.
2.4 The Vortex and Vortex Ima/y.es . Again consider the
complex Dl.'^ne as sho^'m in Fif?;. 3b« The circulation
supplied to the fluid by the rotation of the cylinder is
represented by a potential vortex it the orif^in, the
core of v/hich is the cylinder. The effect of the duct
v/alls is sinulated by pn infinite series of vortex ima,p:e9
locat{?d on the iy sxis vrith centers at iy - — ink. To
give the correct velocity distribution transverse to the
flow direction, alternate vortices are ip^iven opposite
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rotations; tlieroforo, there is m nistanco 2k between
vortices of bhe sane circulation.
The potential function at an:/ roint z for n vortex
located at the orif^in is *
^ -
--if A H -^fe. /, 2 '"
where /"^ , the circulati:in, in Dositive in the coionter-
clockv/ise direction.
It will be mathematically convenient if vie sun
velocity expressions, therefore, taking the dr.rivative
which is the velocity at any point z due to a vortex of
strenp;t^^ I located at the orinin.
The velocity at any noint z due to a vortex of




* Hildebrand, Rof. 13, p. 545, i^q. 172.
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The velocity at any point z due to a vortex of
same rotation at iy = •in2k is
r /
The suia of the velocities at 7. due to tbe real
vortex and r\ positive an.' negative infinite series of
vortices of the same direction of rotation is
lA/---^./^ ^ f I ^ ^ ^—71 (11)
00 f
r«'akinf?; the substitution/ - /. 4-K % 'ind sinplifyinp;!
""'^^m '^^(^^Hiw+ h^rr^
Tho sun of v/-hich by J"ittag-I.effler'3 theoren * is
w ^JL. coth ^^ ''''
^K
« Jeffreys and Jeffreys, Ref. 14, p. 357, F'O. ^.
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Rewriting in terms of / I
v/hich is the velocity at any point a due to the real
vortex ?jid the infinite series of iriages of same direct-
ion of rotation.
To this nust be added the velocity due to the
i-^ages of onyxDsite rotation.
The velocity at z due to a vortex of opposite
rotation at iy = -hx.(2.t7-fjK is
The velocity at 2 due to a vortex of opposite
rotation at iy - ~>c(2.h- ijK ^s
The sun of the velocities at z due to the posit-





w=^£^ y /—-— -^—^ , / (14)
•'aklnf^ the substitution / ^ /, ^K % '^nr si iplifyinp;!
^ "^(^K-)if-ziW^^^^
The suri of which, again by i'>ittag-Leffler*s theorec; *, is
W=^ ta/7/f-f^ (15)
Rewriting]; in tens of r =
^=£r^^^^-i^ ''''
which is tho velocity at z cue to the infinite serios of
vortices of onrosite rotrition*
Combininr; eou.ntions (13) and (16) the total ve-
» Jeffreys cind Jeffreys, Ref. 14, p. 357, r^q. 11.
i
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loclty at any point z due to the real vortex and all lt«
images la
which can be simplified to
r / / (Id)
At point A on the wall directly above the cylinder
' pT ^^^ ^^® velocity due to the vortex and wall
effect upon the vortex is
P
Similarly at point B the velocity is
W--^^ (30)
To these velocities must be added the velocity due
to the stationajry cylinder and its images • Combining
equations (3) and (19) and replacing / by^^'^^we
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obtain for the total volocity at Ai
H = Vn^smh'^ -^O ,3x,
Corabininf; equations (t5) and (20) and similarly
replacing /"* we obtain for the total velocity £.t B:
w, = v(/^Sinh'^] +J^U '"'
2.5 Theoretical Flowmeter Equation . With the velocities
at points A and B knoim, ^^e apply the Bernoulli eouation
betv/een points '\ and B«
AF-^(w^-w;) «23'
which results in
Equation (24) vdth a constant speod of cylinder rotation
is of the form
AP = const, x/^l/ (2)
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v;hich establishes the theoretical basis for the floivmeter.
Combining equation {2U} with the usunl equation
for mass flov; and substituting the dinensions of the
meter we arrive at the theoretical flovneter enuation
Zl/^ (25)
4^^ = ,/S'S'x /O^ A/
in which l'*,^ is in Ibm/sec, /^P is in inches of water,
and N is the revolutions per minute of the cylinder.
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III. E'.UIBIENT AND PROCEDURE
The flov^meter investi^^ated consisted of an aluml-
niira cylinder four inches in di.imeter mounted in an eip;ht
inch square duct 13 shovm schematically in Fi^, 1,
Annular aluiinun end plates --dre inserted in the sides
of the duct walls to house the ends of the cylinder. This
arranf^ement of end plates v;as provided to eliminate the
flo\^ of air around the ends of the cylinder; thus simu-
lating tv/o dimensional flov;. The shaft ends of the cylin-
der v/ere fitted into New Departure, S.K.F. No. 2, self-
aligning ball bearings. In order to assure accurate
alignraent of the cylinder within the duct walls, the
races of the ball bearings v/ere housed in four inch
square, 1/4 inch thipk, aluninun plates thrit v/ere attach-
ed to the duct walls. The photograph in Fig. 4 shovrs the
details of the cylinder ^nounting in a cut av/ay viev; of
the test section. Since sealed ball bearings v;ere not
used, so'ie leakage of nir was expected around the cylin-
der shaft. Juring tho test r\ins, however, the pressure
in the test section w-^s held as closely v^s possible to
atmospheric in order to mininize leakage.
The cylinder shaft was extended througji the test
section wall on the pov/er input side, and coupled to the
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power ('rive by -leans of a flexible coupling. The photo-
graph in Fig. 5 shows the details of the po\for drive
installation.
A standard Duinore No. 5| 1/2 h.p. grinding motor
was used to rotate the cylinder. The quill of the grind-
ing -lotor vras coupled to the cylinder shaft as shovm in
Fig. 5. The Duinore No. 5 grinding motor was chosen to
drive the cylinder because it afforded a suitable range
of rotational speeds (up to 14,000 RPK for the equipment
used) for testing puriDOses. Since accurate alignment of
the driving motor quill ^irith the cylinder shaft v/as
necessary in order to elininato vibration problems, the
notor was raovmted on a bracket that afforded easy adjust-
ment for ali»:nnent purroses. The motor mounting bracket
permitted adjustment in two directions at right angles to
each other in the horizontal plane. A vertical adjustment
on the driving notor permitted alignment in the vertical
direction. Positive control of the RPfl of the motor was
obtained by controlling the voltage input to the -notor
with a Variac. The RPM of the cylinder was measured with
a Strobotac.
Air for the flovneter vras supplied in r. closed
circuit system by the DeLaval Air CoTipressor of the
K.I.T. Gas Turbine Laboratory. This conpressor is normally
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used for the Gas Turbine Laboratory variable density
v/ind tunnel and is rated at 15,500 ft. /nin#. Supply and
return of air to the flovneter v/as afforded by Cleans of
a ten and one-fourth inch spirally welded pipe. A plan
view of the layout is shown in Fir;;. 6, and a photop:raph
of the installation is shov.-n in Fif^, ?•
In conductinf^ the tests it was found to be nore
practicable to run the cylinder at a constant RPM, and
to vary the air flow. Seven different RP^is were selected
for making the test runs: 3,300; 4,350; 6,400; 3,700;
10,000; 12,000; and 14,000. The selection of these RPMs
vra3 arbitrary; they were chosen to illustrate t^c effect
of RrM on flow nioasurenent for this type of flo^.-meter.
The dependence of the flowmeter on the ratio of cylinder
tangential speed to free streain velocity for accurate
flow raeasure:,ient is discussed in Chapter IV.
Calibration of the flov,Tneter was effected by use
of a standard ASME square edged orifice v/hich v/as placed
in the flow circuit as shovm in Fig. 6. The diaraeter
ratio of this orifice was 0.6. Calibration curves for the
orifice are shoT-m in Anpen iix II. The pressure difference
across the orifice vras measured vrlth a v/ater manoraeter at
low air flo^/^ \irLth a ineans provided for s^'d.tching to a
mercury manometer at high air flows.
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Screens nnd brass flox-y-straiRhteninj^ tubes of two
inch outside diameter isrere placed in the flow circuit at
two places (see Fip:# 6) so that parallel flov; conditions
would be raore closely ar^proxinated upstream of the flow-
meter r\n<.' the orifice.
The raass flov; of air was varied from approxinately
0.6 Ib./sec. to 6 Ib./sec. for each test run. For the
equipment used, this mass flov/ of air corrosfonr^s to free
stream velocities varying from approrimately 20 ft. /sec.
to 190 ft./sec. The hiFihest free stream velocity corres-
ponds to a r'ach Number of anproximately .17* It is assiimed,
therefore, th^.t conpressibility effects x«ere neglif^ible.
The flow Reynolds Huraber (based on the diameter of the
orifice) varied fror. .14 x 10^ to 1.2 x 10^ for the range
of froe stream velocities used for these tests.
T'.ro different locations of the static pressure
taps for measuring the pressurr difference across t>^e
rotating cylinder of the flo'.^eter xiere investigated.
One location v;as in the duct v;alls directly above and
below the center of the cylinder as shoivn schematically
in Fig. 1 as points A and B. The authors were guided in
their assurmtion that this was the optimum location * for
Betz, Ref. 11, p. IS.
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the taps since Prandtl reported in his experiments vdth
rotatinf^ cylinders that theoretical potential flow
conditions were nore closely appro:djtiated in this region*
The pressure taps located in this position are referred
to in this report as the primary pressure taps. The
second location investigated was at the end of the cylin-
der with the taps diametrically opposed at the surface
of the cylinder. The pressure taps located in this posit-
ion are referred to as the secondary pressure taps. The
location of these taps is shown schematically in Fig. 1
at points C and U.
The pressure difference fron the primary taps
was read on an Ellison Inclined Vertical Draft Gauge
which was calibrated to read pressure difference directly
in inches of water. wSince the range of this instrument
extended only to 12 Inches of water provisions were made
for s^^dtching to a conventional water manomoter v;hen
larger readings v/ere necessary. A r^iotograph of the
manometer board used for taking readings is shown in
Fig. 3.
Pressure difference from the secondary taps was
read on a conventional water nanometer.
In order to provide a ^eans for evaluating static
pressure lo s across the flo^^naeter, static pressure taps
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were installed 12 inches upstream and 12 inches down-
stream from the rotating cylinder as shovm in Fif?# 6 •
The difference in pressure was measured on a convention-
al water manometer*
In the test procedure the cylinder was rotated at
a selected RF^'i. This RPM was kept as constant as possible
throughout the run by using a Variac to control as
necessary the voltage input to the motor. The mass flow
of air through the system was started at as low a value
as could be obtained with the test equipnent and in-
creased in selected increments* Simultaneous readings
of all manometers were taken during each increment of
air flow \rith sufficient time being allowed between
readings for steady flow conditions to be established.
The mass flov/ for each flow increment was computed from
the orifice data, and the reading of the flowmeter v.'as
calibrated with this mass flow* The data taken and
sample calculations are shown in Appendix I*
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IV, DISCUSSION OF R'^.3ULT3
4.1 Introduction . A graphical analyv«3is of the results
of the investigntion and calibration of the floineter is
Pjiven in Fif!;s. 9 throu<^h 16. Firrg, 9^ 10, and 11 present
curves relntinr^ actual mass fluif- flov/ an^^ motor read-
in/^s. These curves in^'icate the true worth of the appa-
ratus. Figs. 12, 13, anci 14 present plots involving
various parameters and non-di-nensional quantities. These
curves are offered in partial explanation of the results
portrayed in the first group of plots. Tliese curves also
.show the limitations of the meter and offer guidance in
selecting the meter characteristics for an expected r.^nge
of mass flov;,Fip:s. 15 an' 16 present other data obtained
in the course of this investigation.
4.2 The Velocity Ratio U/V . The non-dimensional velocity
ratio U/V is a quantity \vhich figures extensively in
correlation and explanation of meter dat-^. In this ratio,
U denotes the peripheral velocity of the rotating cylin-
der, uhile V Genot( s the free undisturbed streara velocity
ahead of the meter. That the factor U/V exerts a great
influence on the flov; picture vrithin the meter is demon-
strated both froM potential flow theory and fro-i consider-
ation of real fluid flow phenomena. The potential flow
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pattern for a stationary cylinder in parallel flow as
shown in Fig. 2a is, in effect, the flow pattern for a
U/V of zero. The flovi stagnation points are seen to
exist exactly at the front and rear of the cylinder. If
a circulation is added, U/V becomes a positive quantity
and the stagnation points move along the surface of the
cylinder closer to the region of decreased velocity as is
pictured in Fig. 2c. Further increases in circulation,
that is, further increases in U/V, result in Junction of
the two stagnation points on the underside of the cylin-
der and movement of the stagnation point into the fluid.
The effect of the ratio U/V on the flow pattern of a real
fluid can be clearly seen in Fig. 17 which is a series of
flow pictures taken by Prandtl at Gottingen. For values
of U/V at which the flow picture of the real viscous
fluid resembles the potential flow pattern, correct in-
dications by the flowmeter should be expected. When, how-
ever, the viscous effects are such as to cause complete
disagreement between the actual pattern and the pattern
of the potential flow, we should expect that o\ir meter
reading will not be an indication of the actual mass flow.
Examination of Fig. 17 would lead us to expect no worth-
while meter indications below a U/V of about one.
This critical value of U/V cannot be applied dl-
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rectly to our flovTrneter, however, ('tie to the difference
in measuronent of the quantity V, The Frandtl pictures
are of p cylinder rotating in an unrestrained fluid
stream. The flowmeter streair is considerrbly restrained
by the duct walls; consecuontly, the true V is greater
than the free strear. V used in co^]:'Utini[; the U/V of this
report. Thorn f^ives a nothod for correction of U/V to
include duct vjall influence; however, the authors doubt
the validity of the approximations made and have omitted
any corrections to U/V in this paper. Thus, the actual
values of U/V corir^uted in this report may not be compared
with values obtained by other investi/^ators, but U/V
still remains an inr^ortant parameter for correlation of
flowmeter data at various cylinder rotational speeds and
mass flow rates.
That the ratio U/V is a determining factor in flow-
meter performance may be deduced in another nanner. In
problems of flow sinilitude, tlie Reynolds ??umber, which
is the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces, has
been theoretically and experiinentally shovm to be a Icon-
trolling paraTieter. The floi^ in the -aeter may be consider-
ed as the superposition of two flows, the parallel flow
in the duct and the circulatory flow. The Reynolds Number
for the duct flow may be written as
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where ^^ is the fluid density, V is the stream velocity,
^y^^ is the fluid viscosity, and c is the hydraulic
diameter of the duct. The Reynolds Kuinber for the circu-
latory flov; may be vn'itten as
where U is the peripheral velocity of the cylinder and d
is the cylinder diameter, 'fhus, for the saine fluid and
fixed meter geometry, the factor U/V is seen to be a
ratio of RejTiolds Numbers and hence viscous effects
should be expected to be a function of U/V.
4.3 Discussion of Fjgs. 9. 10. and 11 . Figs. 9, 10, and
11 are plots of actual mass flow, A7a,, versus —rr- which
is the lueter reading in inches of v/ator divided by the
cylinder RHl. The abscissa is actually -rr- X fO to
enable the use of whole nuitber scale divisions in plot-





is plotted on all three graphs as a dashed straight line.
Pig« 9 shows the performance of the meter as
cofflpared with the theoretical prediction for 5 RTKSt the
hi^est of i«hich is 10,000 RPM* The useful range for any
RFM is represented by the nearly straight line portion of
the curve extending outward fronn the origin. It can be
observed that, at low RPMs, this useful range is extrm&e-
ly narrow and widens with increasing RFM* The curre for
10,000 RPM shows a range of useful operation up to a mass
flow of about 3*9 Ito/sec •
Fig* 10 is a similar plot which shows the useful
range of operation for an RPM of 12,000. Three independ-
ent runs made on different days are plotted on this graph
to demonstrate the reproducibility of data. The three
runs may be represented by a mean line up to a mass flow
of about 4*6. This mass flow corresponds to a U/\r of
about 1.6 which will be shown in the discussion of the
next section to be the critical value of U/? below which
the meter is not accurate. Therefore, divergence of the
data at this point as oeeurs on this graph is to be ex*
pected. Examination of the data for the three runs, for
mass flows above the critical value of U/?, shows a
maximum deviation of 2% from the mean line.
In Fig. 11 three separate runs at 14,000 RFK are
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plotted. A maxiinuni deviation of about 2% fron the moan
line is also found at this RFM.
Both Plg8« 10 and 11 show decided depressions in
the curves between mass flows of 1 and 2 Ibn/sec • These
depressions occur at high values of U/V of the order of
6 to 9. It is suspected that in this region a component
of the flow velocity is directed into one or both of the
static pressure taps, thus causing a slight irregularity
in the calibration ciirves.
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are the calibration curves for
the flowmeter «riiich might be used in actual operation;
however, it is necessary to examine other plotted re-
lations for further insight into the meter flow process.
1
4.4 Discussion of Fig. 12 . The velocity ratio U/V is
plotted versus -jr- x /O in Fig. 12 for the seven RPMs
which have been studied. Also plotted is the theoretically
predicted line for 4,350 RPM. The theoretical curves for
the other six RFWs have been oraitted since they would
conflict with the curves plotted from the actual data.
The theoretical curves are a family of hyperbolas all
similar to the curve for 4,350 RFK. According to the
theoretical relation derived in Chapter II, —^ is di-
rectly proportional to /Vjeu , the mass rate of flow. With
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a constant fluid density and duct area the velocity V is
also directly proportional to th^ mass flow. For a constant
RPM, U, the peripheral velocity, is a constant and U/V is
thus proportional to -— • --r- is proportional to A7«- ;
therefore, we are, in effect, plotting a relation of the
type "x versus l/x*» which is, of course, a hyperbola.
The actual curves are displaced from the theoreti-
cal curves due to the many simplifications of the flow
made in the theoretical calculation. The curves for 10,000,
12,000, and 14,000 RFK very closely conform to the hyper-
bolic shape which is again an indication of their useful
range of operation. The significant feature of Fig. 12
is that the curves for all RPM below 12,000 show a break
at a U/V of about 1.6. This confirms the suspicion that
the flow process within the meter is primarily dependent
upon the value of the velocity ratio. Above the crttical
value of U/V the speed of rotation of the cylinder is
sufficient to prevent separation of the boundary layer
fluid from the cylinder and consequent formation of
vortices. Here, then, the flow pattern still resembles
the potential flow pattern. At the critical value of U/V
the rotation of the cylinder is no longer sufficient to
prevent boundary layer separation in the rear of the
cylinder and consequently the flow picture is no longer
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similar to that predicted by potential flow* Probably in
this region of operation the static pressure taps at "A"
and "fi" no longer measure only static pressure but now
recover a cotaponent of the velocity directed toward them
in the turbulent and presently unpredictable flow which
results when separation from the cylinder occurs* The
flow pattern at and below this critical point is pnrobably
much like the yrfiotographs for U/? »s of 1/2 or 1 of Fig*
17 • Stagnation of a component of the velocity in the
pressure taps below the critical value of U/V is probably
also the cause of the change in sign of the measured
pressure difference which occurs for 3 #300 RBi and which
is shown on both Figs* 9 and 12*
4*5 Discussion of Fig. 1^ * Fig. 13 is a plot of cali-
bration coefficient) K, versus U/V and is included here
for academic consideration rather than for actual use in
connection with flowmeter operation* For actual flow-
meter operation, use of a calibration curve such as Fig*
11 is recommended* The calibration coefficient \a de-
fined as the ratio of the actual mass flow to the theo-
retical mass flow for a given value of -rr- • Thus, it
is a ratio of the instantaneous slope of the actual




Below a U/V of 1.6 the values of K are meaning-
less and in many cases off the scale of this graph due to
the predominance of riscous effects which bring about
flow separation as discussed in the previous section*
Above a U/V of 1*6 the data for various RFMs can not be
said to plot as a single line; however, the general
shape of the curves for all the RFWs is similar. At hi|i^
O/V s there appears to be more correlation of the data
for different values of RFW. Above the critical value of
U/V the calibration coefficient is of the order of k»
This means that the pressure difference obtained for a
given mass flow and RFt^ is only one fourth of the theo*
1
retically predicted pressure difference.
This result is in close agreement with data ob-
tained by Thom ' who measured the circulation produced
by a rotating cylinder at a U/V of 2. The results of this
experiment are shown in Fig. IS in which circulation is
plotted versus radial distance from the surface of the
cylinder. Thora found that the actual circulation imparted
to the fluid at a small distance from the cylinder is
equal to about .24 of the theoretical value and remains
constant at this value further from the cylinder. Since
the circulation ( 1^= ^TTRU ) appears as a factor in
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the theoretical equntlon for ^P (Eq« 24, Chap. II),
this would mean "an expectod reduction In ^P to about
one fourth of the orlprinal theoretical value. A value of
K of about four is then to be expected from consideration
of Thorn's results.
Exarilnntion of Fig, 13 shows an increasing value
of K at the higher values of U/V. This Indicates that
the actual pressure difference measured by the meter is
less than the predicted pressure difference by an even
greater amount than the condition discussed in t^e
preceding paragraph. This further lowering of ^P coiild
possibly be due to a tilting of the flow pattern in the
direction of flow, V'hen the flow pattern is tilted, the
raeter pressure taps no longer neasure the maximum pres-
sure difference and consequently a higher value of call*
bration coefficient will be required. Tilting of the flow
pattern at high values of U/V might also result in a
component of the velocity into the pressure taps as
previously discussed.
4.6 Discugsion of Fijg. 14 . The non-dimensional quan-
tity -—- is plotted versus U/V in Pig. 14# q is the
free stream dynamic pressure ( ^ /^ ^ )• Below a D/?
of 1.6 there is no correlation of data for various RFfls as
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expected; however, above the critical U/V, all the data
for various RPh'.s appears in general to conform to one
line. The factor -—- is similar to the lift coefficient
used to describe airfoil characteristics. Thorn ^ plota
lift coefficient versus U/V for a rotating cylinder and
obtains a curve very similar in shape to that of Fig. I4«
Similar curves are also reported by Goldstein from data
of other investigators. The factor U/V is actually a
ratio of Reynolds Numbers as previously discussed. This
curve is then not constructed for any specific flow
Reynolds rJu-nber but includes many varied values of this
parameter. From this curve it nay be concluded that flow
in the meter is not a function of the flow Reynolds
Number but is dependent only upon the value of the
velocity ratio UA«
4.7 Discussion of Fig, 15 . To investigate the optimuK
location of the meter pressure taps, secondary taps were
installed close to the surface of the cylinder at one
end of the cylinder ( points "C" and "D" of Pig. 1).
Curves of /r/« versus —^ for these taps were meaning-
less and are not included in this report. Fig. 15
shows U/V versus —- for these secondary pressure taps.
A/
The shape of the curves for the various RPMs is seen to
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vary with U/V as before • Breaks in the curves appear at
constant values of U/V which is another indication of
the dependence of the flow upon this parameter*
4»3 Discussion of Fig, 16 . The difference in static
pressure ahead of and behind the flowmeter (12 inches in
each direction) is plotted versus mass rate of flow in
Fig* 16 for an RFW of 14,000. A curve of static pressure
loss versus mass flow rate for a square edge orifice
with pipe taps of area equivalent to the flowmeter
passage area is presented for comparison. Flowmeter static
pressure loss is seen to increase rapidly with mass flow;
however, ^e magnitude of this pressure loss, even at
high mass flows, is not exceptionally great, and is




V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECUr EMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions . The practicability of a direct read-
ing fluid floivmeter has been demonstrated ano calibration
curves for various values of ?M] have been presented. A
maxi'nuT! error of 2") has been sho'.>nri to exist in the results
of three independent runs ma':^'e for each of two values of
RPK:. The dependence of the flownetcr upon the velocity
ratio U/V has been discussed an^i various plots presented
for substantiation of this discussion. It is concluded,
therefore, that a flo^^neter of this type is capable of
accurate and convenient measurement of fluid floTf within
the discussed limitations. Due to the critical nature of
the flovi vfithin the neter it v/ould be necessary, however,
to calibrate each individual meter before practical
employment.
5.2 Reconmendations For Future Study . The tests made
in this investir;ati on were restricted by the lir.itations
of the Gouirnont used. In the theoretical derivation it
has been sho'-n that the mass flow reading is independent
of the density of the fluid. The v/ooden construction of
the flovnoter prevented pressurization and conseouent
density variation; thus, this theoretical property of
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the meter has not been proTen experimentally*
The question of power conaimed by the rotation
of the oylinder is another avenue not completely InTesti*
gated. The meter required the total output of the 1/2
horsepower motor at 14,000 RPM for the raaximum rate of
mass flow studied. Detailed measurements of the torque,
power required, etc* at various RPM and mass flows were
not made.
The problem of head loss attributable to the meter
has only partially been investigated. Velocity traverses
ahead and after the flowmeter combined with the static
pressure readings at these points would probably present
a more complete aspect of the losses (if any) connected
with a meter of this type*
The subject of optimum flowmeter dimensions is
another possibility worthy of future investigation* In
the meter studied the ratio of duct height to cylinder
diameter was two* A greater value of this ratio would
result in less obstruction to flow and less duct wall
interference; however, restricting the duct size to
practical limitations, this would mean a smaller cylin-
der diameter and require higher values of RPM to maintain
the proper range of the velocity ratio U/?*
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There is, then, a broad field of investigation
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Mg^ air mar>J5 floi^ (Ib./sec.)
P air dcriBity
A area
V air streaM velocity (ft./sec.)
P circulation
R cylinder radius
U cylinder tanrential n^ioed (ft»/sec.)
X horizontal ar.if^, ima/^inary plane






w Stre ail velocity = dF/dz
g gravitational constant







q dynanic pressure (l/2PV^) Ib./ft^
K Ccilibrdtion coefficient ( -^-^ )






prinary refers to pressure t.?p location (see Fig. 1)





The sannlo calculations which follov? are for Line 1,
Table 1, pa.f^es 47 and 4^.
Column (1): P^, orifice
Pj^ orifice = P^ gauge -+- P^^^
P^ gauge from rsianometer = (not shown in table)
^atm ' 29.35 in. hg. = 407 in. water
Column (2): ^? orifice
AP orifice from manometGr = .91 in. water
Colum (3): T
Stronn tonperature used in conwitation of
rn^^ss flow = 520°R
.
Colur^in (4): M^ actual
Mass flow computed fron orifice data
a. Fron Fi?;. II-B, Appendix II, read K = .656
for^P orifice = .91 in. water
b. From Fig. II-A, Appendix II, read Y = 1.00




c« Compute M^^ from:
Ma. = . n^SO^/<Yj^AP2 V -T— Q^IFtC€
vrtiere Dg s orifice diameter - 6.30 in.
Pj^ : 29.35 in. hg.
T :^ 520 °R
^^ orifice " ^9^ in. water
Mg, = Cll4s)((>^)H^^^)0.o)j^(.9/) =,^8
Column (5)i V
ia - ^" AY Y
^Jy^ ^(ooas7ey^V32.Z)
A - flowmeter duct area - ttt" ^^
Column (6)t q
Column (7): ^ Pflowmeter (Primary)
from draft gauge z^ P • ,32 in. water
Column (3) N
N I RPM measured by strobotac - 3290 RFW







2.7/ ('/e)(3a9o) ^ ^j^
^ 6o ~ eo
where R = radius of cylinder = 1/6 ft.
Column (10): ^P x 10^ (primary)
w
.32 X 10^ = .974
Column (11): U/V
U/V = 57.4 = 2.m
Column (12): 42
q
-^ P = .32 in. water = 1.67 lbs/ft^
41= ii^ = 3.52
Column (13): K
A/Ja, ACTL/AL.
K = calibration coefficient =
MCL THEO
Kg actual ='.6B ll^./sec
Kg theo. - (.155)(^ X 10^) = (.155) (.974)
K (.6??) 4.51
(.15?)(.>;4)
Column (14): ^P flovmieter (3econdar30
from manonot<^rZiP = .51 in. water
Column (15): -^ P x 10* (secondary)
IT





Flo>«met(Br Data For 3300 RPM


















































































































































































































































































































































































































Flovnneter Dat ci For 4350 RPM





























































































































































































































(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (1$)
frjy /V y —q~ Me-reK AT
75.8 1.0^ 3.60 4.63 4.17 .75 1.72
75.8 1.11 3.42 4.28 4.27 .75 1.72
75.8 1.27 2.97 3.79 4.32 .87 2.00
75.8 1.66 2.35 3.02 4.18 1.10 2.53
76.1 1.90 2.02 2.55 4.26 1.30 2.97
75.8 2.09 1.66 1.90 4.69 1.73 3.98
75.8 1.9i^ 1.30 1.11 6.32 2.09 4.81
7>.8 1.47 1.05 .54 10.55 1.97 4.53
75.8 1.20 .97 .38 13.95 1.85 4.26
75.5 1.04 .93 .30 16.7 1.77 4.09
74.5 .72 .8^ .19 25.5 1.73 . 4.04
75.5 .69 .^5 .17 27.6 1.73 3.99
75.8 .46 .82 .10 43.5 1.73 3.9o
75.5 .28 .79 .06 73.7 1.77 4.09
75.5 .U .76 .03 153 1.81 4.18
74.4 .28 .69 .05 82.7 2.09 4.90
75.6 1.46 .66 .21 16.9 2.99 6.90
75.8 2.7o .62 .35 9.42 3.07 7.07
77.5 4.24 .60 .51 6.55 3.35 7.53
75.8 5.25 .57 .56 5.47 2.64 6.08
76.0 6.35 .5i^ .61 4.77 2.44 5.59
74.1 7.02 .50 .60 4.51 2.48 5.84
76.7 7.80 .48 .59 4.37 2.09 4.75
75.6 8.59 .4 .56 4.;?5 1.97 4.54





Flo- 'J idLer o.t^n For 6400 RPM





































































































































































































































































































































































































low^etcr ')ata For 3700 r:rM


































































































































































































































































































































































FlovHTieter Data For \Loooo nn'1



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FloiTrnol:,er l<ata For 1.2000 EP;
11










































































































































































































































































































































































































22 March 1951 Barometer 29.73 "hg
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)






































































































































































Fliowneter Data For 12000 RPM
15 .arch 1951 Barometer 29. 67 "hg
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)















































































































































































































































Flowmeter Data For 14000 RP






























































































































































































































































































































































































flQ>WLaeter Data For 14000 RPM
g March 1951 Barometer 29.76 "hg
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)





































































































































Flov;:.icter Osta For 1/.000 RPr
13 March 1951 IJarorriOtor 30. 26 "hg
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
















































































































































































Static PreasTire Loss For 14000 K?f^





















































































































































































Actual mass rato of flo'- for use as a stnnd?^rd by
^vhich to judf^e the flovneter in co^^puted fro'i the follow-
ing eouationi *
Ma = Jits D^K rJjr^PcORIFICE (II-l)
v:hero K^ = mass rate of flov/, Ibn/sec
Dg - orifice diameter = 6,30 inches
K - flov; coefficient, "iraonsionless
Y - expr<jision factor, diiiensionless
Pj^- static pressure before orifice, in. h/^» abs.
T - temperature before orifice, R
Ap orifice = pressure drop across orifice, in. vrater
P^ , T, and^P orifice are measured quantities
recorded for each run nt each nass flo'/ increnont.
T, the expansion factor, is dpter-iined froi Fijoi;.
II-A vThich is a plot of the relation #
y- , -[.I . .,s0][-£^^] (II-2)
^ Leary, Rof. 15, p. 9, Eq.3.
# Loary, Ref. 15, p. 5, Eq./f,

67.
which, with constant diameter ratio, r> ~ » and constant
ratio of specific h^ats, k, becomes a linear function of
^ • Therefore, vrf.th a value of 3 com»
puted from measured quantities, T may be read frora Fig.
II-A.
K, the flow coefficient, has been experimentally
determined by the ASKE for this type of orifice and has
been plotted versus Reynolds Number for specific values
of -TT^ • Use of a plot such as this would require a
trial and error computation of K since the mass flow
cannot be found until K is known and K cannot be found
until the Reynolds Number, vrtiich is a function of mass
flow, is known
•
To eliminate the necessity for a trial and error
solution for K, two assumptions have been made:
(a) ?i assumed constant s 29.9 in. hg. - 407 in
water
(b) T assumed constant = 530 *^R
With these assumptions T becomes a function of
^
^orifice only and equation (II-2) becomes
K= I - .000793 APo^ziFicE ^^^-3)
Ref. 25, Fig. 34f

6d.
Substituting this relation for T into equation (11*1)
we obtain
which reduces to
Mil - / 08/C(/-. 00079a APo^ff-fa^^APof^ ii^icer
The Reynolds Number based on the orifice diameter
is given by »
^ /S.2aM^ (11-5)
Substituting equation (II-/1.) and taking M^
,
the vis-
cosity 2 ,000012 Ib/ft-sec, the expression for Reynolds
Number becomes
/?e =(^ f6 x/o^)/<(/'. 000798^^P<»iif^ic^)jAPofZfricE:
For a direct method of finding K, a curve of K
versus A Porifice would be desirable* Therefore, we pro-
ceed as follows:
(a) For an assumed value o^^Porifice» assume a
K and compute R^ from eqtiation II-6.
(b) Read K for computed R^ from Fig. 34f of Ref.
* Leary, Ref. 15, p. 12, Eq. 10b
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25 and use aa new assumed K for repeat of
step (a),
(c) Plot K versus ^ Porifice ^°^ Tarious assumed
values of ^ Porifice* 1*1118 plot will be a
direct means for determining K, the flow
coefficient.
Fi^re II-B is the result of the above procedure.
Test calculations using Fig. 34f of Ref. 25 exclusively
show that, for the range of pressures and temperatures
investigated, thf5re is negligible error introduced by
assuming a constant P^ and T for the purpose of deter-
mining K.
With y and K thus determined from Figs. II-A and
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Fig, 2a Uniform Potential Flow Around
A Circular Cylinder
Fig. 2b Potential Vortex Flow
With Cylinder As Core
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bration of a direct reading
fluid flowmeter.
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